AFRICA SAFARI D:1
Safaris A, B, C can be seen in previous entries. They record and amazing cast of wild animals and birds
much as they appeared in random as they came into view on the early morning and late evening
game drives.
Here I will try to describe with the photos, three wonderful events followed by more animal and bird
sightings: 1. The Africa Wild dog Hunt, 2. Marula Princess of Timbavati & Tanda Tula on Patrol and 3.
Lion Pair making whoopee (censored).
1.The Africa Wild Dog Hunt
Our clever guides had discovered a wild dog hunt was brewing. They were able to position the truck
in the late afternoon and then follow parts of the hunt through the bush, to its conclusion and
chaotic end at nightfall.
The pack of 14 were successful this time. They work as a team, have clever strategy and were
successful in catching their dinner.
We got this first hint of the impending hunt when the focused pack started to cross the highway.
WARNING! Some of the photos are graphic and not for the squeamish…
Figure 1 Our guide explained that the wild
dogs were teaming up to start the hunt.

We then followed them into the bush and waited. Suddenly down the track we see in full flight a
baby giraffe and her mum fast following behind. They crash off into the bush followed by some of the
pack. They have been spooked by the dogs who were after much smaller game.

Figure 2 Mum bringing up the rear totally
frightened by the wild dogs and trying hard
to protect her baby giraffe.

The wild dogs followed shortly after and silently scattered off into the bush. We have not yet seen
what they are hunting.

Figure 3 The Wild Dog hunt has started
behind her. I thought she was going to
bowl us over, but she veered off into the
bust at the last minute going very fast.

Figure 4 We see some spooked impalas
begin to take flight but the seemed
confused about where to run

Figure 5 They leap into action and are
quickly out of our sight.

Figure 6 Impalas taking flight. It is their only real means of defense

While these large healthy impalas may have speed and strength to escape the Wild Dogs probably
have smaller or weaker prey in their plan.

Figure 7 Here you can see the organized
stealth. Another part of the 14-member
pack has gone ahead to ambush the prey
with their ears, eyes and noses in full gear.

Our tracker driver and guide take us on a whirlwind of turns through the bush to try to follow the
hunt. Their skill will pay off with an incredible treat on this safari.

Figure 8 The wild dog is fast and silent
when on the track of the game.

Figure 9 We also see a spotted hyena
lurking in the background and as the
tracker explains probably following the
hunt. This could mean trouble for the pack.

WARNING! The next few Photos are not for Small Children or the Squeamish!
After losing sight of the hunt and then as night falls, we suddenly come right up to the end. Just a few
yards ahead the wild dogs have their dinner. They take turn to enjoy their success of their hunt.

Figure 10 While this may seem gruesome
and sad however here we see the natural
order of the animal kingdom in action. The
wild dogs are a threatened species. The
impalas are surviving quite well although
their habitat is decreasing. The Private
Reserves are helping their preservation.

Figure 11 Amazing it was, how quickly the
small impala started to disappear.

The feast was going quite well for the wild dogs until out of the bush comes a great racket; howling,
screeching and barking! The klepto-scavenger hyena rushes out of the night. Chaos ensues with a
massive fight for the prize. The hyena grabs the kill and rushes off into the bush. The pack of dogs
attack the hyena to try to recapture their lost prize; biting and pulling as the hyena devours large
chunks while being set upon.

Figure 12 While a bit gory I was so lucky to
catch the moment when the drama
unfolded. The hyena was in and out in
seconds and off into the dark bushes with
the wild dogs’ hard- earned prey. l was so
lucky the flash went off just at the right
time!

At this time, an unforgettable noise begins as the dogs set after the hyena. There is barking,
screaming, howling and thunder roaring overhead. Seems the gods were not happy with the hyena.
Later, while it was too dark to have much idea what was going on, there is a kerfuffle off to the left. I
pointed the flash and it was so funny to photo the wild dogs, having recaptured the head from the
hyenas, are happily enjoying the last of the prize.

Figure 13 The wild dogs have recaptured
part of their dinner: the impala head!

Figure 14 Hyena adult and pup make off
with their stolen goods

Figure 15 Hyena pups enjoy part of their
dinner. They take turns while the other
keeps watch.

Figure 16 Hyenas cool off in the water hole

Figure 17 Hyenas sharing a kiss with the
bone crushing jaws. Gentle please my
sweetheart!

2. Marula Mafasi The Princess of Timbavati and Tanda Tula
This beautiful female leopard gave us a wonderful experience. Our tracker and guide found her
sleeping in the shade of a small bush. We waited as she finished her siesta. Then as she slowly came
to life she led us through the bush as she went on patrol of her territory through the bush. Our
skillful driver was able to keep her in sight affording many chances for good photos. Many were easy
as she paused to mark or scent by rubbing her glands on trees and logs. To help the photos we had
great light and a driver who would set up the truck for the best shots. There are many photos of her
but this was a very special sighting of a beautiful wild leopard. We were so very privileged to locate
her and have so close to get great photos.
Marula is a prize member of the Reserves. For the owners she is a star. You can read about her on
Timbavati and Tanda Tula websites. I think she ranged between both Reserves. Recently she lost two
baby cubs. Now they are hoping she will be ready for new babies.
Enjoy the photos of this “Royal Star of Africa”.

Figure 18 Marula just stirring after siesta.
Only the skill of Given, our tracke,r made it
possible to find her.

Figure 19 Marula enjoys afternoon tea of
fresh kudu

Figure 20 After a big siesta she is ready to
move

Figure 21 On the alert but she is unafraid
with almost no rivals. She is Queen of
Timbavati and Tanda Tula

Figure 22 Marula wakes up and heads out
on patrol

Figure 23 At first, I thought she was
playing, but she is scenting a mound to
mark her territory

Figure 24 Beautiful photo chance. She is
totally unconcerned with our quite
presence. Driver knows when to keep
distance

Figure 25 The backlighting etches her
magnificent profile

Figure 26 Marula is marking off the
boundaries of her domain

Figure 27 Our crew thought we had lost
Marula but they circled the truck through
the bush and tracked her down for another
20 minutes of quite photography

Figure 28 Always on the alert she stops to
listen to the vast Reserve

Figure 29 This is what they call the "money
shot"! So beautiful: great light, red
background, action and the great shadow

Figure 30 Marula quietly walks right behind
the truck!

Figure 31 Marula continues to walk the
perimeter of her territory

Figure 32 The large marula tree is one of
her boundary markers. She marks in
several different ways. Here she sprays the
tree

Figure 33 This spot gets a refresher mark

Figure 34 Marula uses another technique
of marking by rubbing her face scent glands
on the log. Practical girl as she could not
reach with a spray!

Figure 35 I love this one with Marula’s tail hoisted high while she moves so
silently through the Afican bush

Figure 36 Beautiful amazing leopard

Figure 37 After our trackers relocate
Marula she walks out of cover right beside
our truck. I could hear her breathing and
could almost scratch her whiskers!

Figure 38 Look at that beautiful tail and the massive
paws

Figure 39 Such a beautiful Queen on Timbavati and Tanda Tula

Figure 40 Marula heads off after her patrol.
We wish her good health. It is probably
now time to look for dinner.

What amazing Game Drive! My hat off to the crew of Tanda Tula and especially Give and his amazing
tracking skills. This afternoon Safari was on one of the highlights. In this blog there is one more
incredible night photo chance.

PARENTS OF SMALL CHILDREN MAY NOT APPROVE OF THE FOLLOWING WITHOUT SUPERVISION!
I grew up on a farm so as a small child my parents would never have worried about this. I don’t know
how modern city dwellers react to lions making love.

3 Lion Pair Making Whoopee
This was an incredible evening. Once again our trackers were able to find the pair. We were able to
get safely close enough to get some photos. The guides spot light made it possible to point the
camera in the dark in the right direction.
To see lion life and procreation in the wild was a very special and way beyond my expectations of the
Tanda Tula Safari. As an endangered species we were all hoping and cheering for the lovely couple to
make a lovely baby maybe even twins. What I found quite funny, both lioness and lion seemed to fall
into a coma after their happy moment. Just a few photos record the moment.

Figure 41 A fair amount of great deep
growling from this majestic soon to be Dad

Figure 42 The great fellow has been
summoned to the scene.

Figure 43 Our lion roars into the night

Figure 44 Well dressed for the occasion!
We need his help to preserve the species

Figure 45 The magic moment

Figure 46 It did not take very long

Figure 47 Arms folded, I think, I hope, she is smiling!

Figure 48 Here’s the funny bit. They both
just collapsed in apparent bliss or total
exhaustion. Totally flat out.

Figure 49Male brothers on standby

Figure 50 Much growling into the night
sends messages across the Reserve. A
beautiful pair of male lions.

Unforgettable night. We hope there are babies on the way!
Hope you enjoyed these three adventures into the wild life of South Africa.
SAFARI D:2 COMING SOON will include lots of Tanda Tula birds animals
Terry
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